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The heart of this book is magick that works.Chaos Magick can give you quick fixes, emergency
solutions, direct results and rituals that can be tailored to your exact and immediate circumstances.
Ideal for beginners, or a new direction for the experienced occultist.This book presents a
revolutionary style of Chaos Magick. These ideas are original, direct and above all, practical.You will
discover:The secrets of Instant Alchemy, Emotional Crafting and The Fire of Gnosis.How to
generate Magickal Chaos Energy, to empower all your workings.Influence Magick, Thoughtforms
and an alternative form of Sex Magick.Sigil Magick Remastered - a completely new way of tapping
into the essence of magick.Contacting Spirits - detailed instructions for contacting and commanding
entities.There&apos;s nothing quite like doing magick and seeing it work, so that&apos;s what lies
ahead of you. If it doesn&apos;t work, it isn&apos;t magick.
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First off, I must say that I see myself as "intermediate" in magick: I know enough to be dangerous,
had many successes, know some Hebrew, some Latin, I recognize the differences between runes
and Ogham, and the names of several arcane authors published over the past 250+ years, and their
works.That said, though I have been studying it since 2010, it is only the past year that I have really

seen results, and mainly from Gallery authors.This book is simple, and straightforward. It is so
simple, in fact, that if I had come across it as a neophyte, I would have dismissed it as too good to
be true.BUT! As I have worked with about half of the 72 Angels on three times as many projects
(Brand), used sigils (Brand and Blaise), used Words (Brand again), gotten protection, gotten results,
gotten love (or at least amour...), simple doesn't mean bad.Using techniques from this book, I cast
for a major vehicle purchase Tuesday. I just received confirmation that I got it for a little more than
the cost of insurance alone! And I did not even go looking!Coincidence? Maybe. But I have looked
for about 3 years, was prepared to take out a loan and go to a dealer, when I read this book and
thought, "What the hey. Can't hurt..."And it didn't.It will be mine Tuesday.That's one week total, from
cast to capture.

Good but not the best book ever, the author bases many things on his point of view, he created a
new method of sigilization, evocation, etc.. which is good however, with that title I was expecting
more of this book, if you want to really get into chaos magick read "Hands on Chaos magick" by
Andrieh Vitimus, "Liber Null and Psychonaut" by Peter J. Carroll and "Magickal Servitors" by Damon
Brand. With that I am not saying "Don't read it" it is good in fact but don't expect a lot.

I have read a bit about chaos magic and this book is by far the best of them all in my opinion.The
author's writing style is engaging and unpretentious,as can be expected with the GOM,he writes as
if you're going to embark on a really fun adventure and it's going to be brilliant and I'm up for
that.Everything was very simple to understand and made perfect sense to me.I completely
understood how to proceed with Chaos Magic and that was exactly what I wanted.

Love. I have read and worked with all the books from the Damon Brand/Gallery of Magick folks, and
this is my current favorite, along with Brand's 'Words of Power.' I love the way Mr. Blackthorne has
so beautifully hacked and cracked the rather oblique chaos magick systems. I also appreciate his
honest, realistic perspective along with his angle on evoking the emotional rocket fuel to power
these rituals of directed intent. Thank you, Mr. Blackthorne.

I really like the way it was written with the humor injected into it; it is very easy to understand and
makes magick uncomplicated. I tried one of the spells and it worked within a couple of weeks. I
really wanted to read more true to life "examples" because it's more interesting to see how magick
is being used (more than what was written in the book). But definitely, Adam should write more

books!

I will admit, I bought this book because the author is a member of the GOM and I have had success
with Damon. I actually loved this book, which surprised me, the chapter on working with the Olympic
spirits (good lord ) who knew it would be so easy. While I have had success with Damon's books
and love working with the angels.I was looking for a simple spell I could complete once or in my
case, worked it for 3 days (that's what my gut told me ) . I worked with an Olympic spirit to enhance
my magick, feel more, sense more ect. The first time, I worked with the Olympic spirit, I felt the
magick, the heat, the pulsing in my head, the clear vivid dream about my path and just like that, my
magick feels stronger. I now have a better understanding of Chaos magick and will at some point try
other rituals in this book. If you ever want to enhance any goals you are working on, this book is
worth the read.

Short and to the point. Rituals that work immediately. Very simple and written with humor and
candor. Great book for the novice and for the advanced too.

This is a great book to get you into Chaos Magick. I definitely do not identify as a Chaos Magician,
however I am open minded enough to step outside of my usual paradigm. I used to shun Chaos
Magick for years due to the negative experiences I've had with Chaotes, who more often than not
seem to exhibit what come across as sociopathic tendencies, and the utterly annoying babble found
in many Chaos Magick books. More often than not, I feel like saying "You have nothing to prove to
me. I do not CARE how eccentric and left field or scientific you think you are. You're not impressing
anyone! Get to the point!" Well, Mr. Blackthorne gets to the point. Yes with great humor and a
rebellious attitude, but one that is practical. He makes Chaos Magick make sense for a Qabalist and
wand toting, incense sniffing Hermetic Magician with a head full of correspondences, long prayers,
and pythagorean figures like myself. If you understand basic magical theory, Chaos Magick isn't that
hard to figure out. I don't agree with his negative assessment of more elaborate and formal rites,
however I can accept that perhaps high ritualism isn't for everyone. Sometimes even stuffy
ceremonialists like me have fun using shortcuts and alternative methods, and so these days I'd
never shoot down Chaos Magick. The fact is that it works and it's clean. That's all that really
matters. Also the section on contacting the Olympic spirits is quite a valuable surprise.
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